
Chapter 14
Achilles at Guadalcanal

US Troopers in Wellington, en route to Guadalcanal
THE FIRST WEEK OF MAY 1942 saw the tide beginning to turn against Japan. The capture of Port
Moresby was their objective, but the Battle of the Coral Sea put paid to that idea. Achilles, at Vita,
had no part in it, but our sparkers gleaned enough scrappy information from American R/T to
conclude that the battle had not been to the enemy's advantage.

We and Leander remained two weeks in Vila, assisting to unload ammunition from storeships on to
barges, and providing anti-aircraft protection while Seabees worked continually, building roads,
barracks, ammunition and stores dumps, and a workable airstrip with side bays for landbased
aircraft. But there were some aboard who developed a kind of melancholy through boredom, wearied
by months of uncertainty, fed up with our ship always being on the outer when something was
happening nearby. This latter could not be helped, because C-in-C Pacific had decreed that NZ
ships should operate within SOUPAC confines, which bordered on to SOUWESPAC, where most of
the fighting was occurring right then.

On 20 May Leander and Achilles sailed in company until noon, exercising gun-crews with 6" full
calibre throw-ofFs, anti-aircraft barrages, and lastly our seven Oerlikon's at a kite towed by Sis
(Leander). The new weapons operated smoothly and accurately, swept our own bridge and funnel,
powder-burned a couple of startled bystanders, and initiated an immediate inquiry which resulted in
work for Blackie Payne and his mate Tommy Dunn. They spent the next few days making and fitting
safety rails limiting the arcs of fire to targets other than Achilles.

A day in Suva to pick up mail and embark 42 new crew members, and then on to Pago, now
cluttered with barrage balloons and numerous ships. We put to sea on 25 May with the American
destroyer O'Brien, the 3000-ton survey ship Sumner and seaplane carrier Sivan, both latter vessels
carrying a Ist echelon of GIs to occupy the French Oceanic protectorate of Wallis Island, 350 miles
west of Tutuila.

Early on Wednesday forenoon the Free French sloop Chevreuil led Sumner and Sivan through the
narrow entrance while we with O'Brien circled offshore waters until late afternoon, when we made a
fast trip back to Pago, covering in 18 hours what had taken two and a half days in convoy headed.
Two days later and again with O'Brien, we take Wallis Island's 2nd echelon aboard two large troopers
which anchored outside the reef while their storeship carried on inside. Small powerboats surged in
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and out for three days, disembarking GIs and equipment under the constant surveillance of our
Walrus, backed up by wider reconnaissance from long-range seaplanes while we and O'Brien
constantly circumnavigated the immediate horizon.

On our fourth day offshore Achilles caught a full tide, waved to crewmen on the closest transport,
and pulled our waists in to squeeze through the narrow passage into the deep inner anchorage
before breakfast. On board, all guns were loaded and pointed skyward, with relieving crews lying
about in readiness during daylight shifts throughout the next two weeks, while O'Brien went back for
more and more deeply-laden vessels from American Samoa. We heard on the radio that Sydney and
Newcastle were being attacked, and ships sunk off Australia's eastern coast, but how much
credence could we give the scanty information available? It was fairly accurate though.

By this time Wallis Island declared itself capable of coping with Japanese and American invasions;
flag hoists recalled Achilles' boats from halfway round a gusty sailing race and we edged warily out
through the reef on two boilers, flashed two more when outside, and thumped into an
uncomfortable night-long head sea at 22 knots to Tutuila Island. Within hours our tanks were
topped and Pago lay astern as we continued in bumpy weather to Suva, where Postie dispensed
mail as a cure for mal de mer, and it appeared that Suva was now another star on Uncle Sam's flag.
There were streets and bars crowded with Americans, all overjoyed about the Japanese defeat at
Midway, and rightly so. We were overjoyed with them. The full details weren't known at that time, but
they have been expounded in film and publication since.

While Japanese midgets and parent submarines were attacking Sydney, Newcastle, and Australian
east coast shipping, and while we assisted in the occupation of French Wallis Island, Admiral
Isoroku Yamamoto, aboard his 80,000-ton battleship Yarnato, approached Midway Island with a
fleet of 84 fighting ships, 12 transports carrying 5000 assault troops, 16 submarines, and a train of
16 tankers and storeships.

Yamoto
But Germany had supplied Japan with her Enigma cypher machines, which had been copied by
Britain's intelligence experts from a Polish defector's diagrams. Britain had known Germany's top-
secret strategy and now she knew Japan's, which she passed on to American intelligence in matters
affecting the Pacific. C-in-C Pacific, Admiral Chester Nimitz, thus played his side of the chessboard
with pre-knowledge of Yamamoto's strategy. He kept well clear of Japanese bait at the Aleutians,
where modern enemy battleships were waiting for those that hadn't been sunk at Pearl Harbour.
Nimitz's three remaining carriers caught Japan's four heavy ones when they'd dropped their pants
off Midway, and the battle finished with Kaga, Akagi, Hiryu, and Soryu on the bottom, together with
the heavy cruiser Mikuma in exchange for the loss of Yorktown. Yamamoto then postponed the
game, withdrew his fleet to Yokosuka near Tokyo, and scratched his head in bewilderment.

The Midway disaster brought Admiral Yamamoto's recommendations home to Japan's High
Command, who immediately revised their plans. Port Moresby would now be taken by crossing the
Owen Stanley Range with assault troops landed on New Guinea's east coast. The Solomons were to
be occupied and large airfields established, thus providing a south-west chain of fortifications
extending from their fleet base at Rabaul to within striking distance of New Hebrides and New
Caledonia. This would cut sea communications between the States, Australia and New Zealand.
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"In the first six to twelve months of a war with the United States and
Great Britain I will run wild and win victory upon victory. But then, if
the war continues after that, I have no expectation of success."
Admiral Yamamoto in an interview with Shigeharu Matsumoto a
member of the Japanese Cabinet, 1940

The US Chiefs of Staff were thinking along similar lines, and formulated plans which brought about
an 18 month sea struggle for supremacy in the Solomons area. Ships fought it out at close range in
encounter after bloody encounter. Three main objectives would counter the Japanese strategy:

1. C-in-C Pacific Nimitz would oversee the seizure and occupation of Santa Cruz Islands, Tulagi,
Guadalcanal, and adjacent islands. 2. General MacArthur would organise the military occupation of
the remainder of the Solomons, Lae, Salamaua, and New Guinea's east coast.

3. MacArthur would oversee the seizure of Rabaul and other Japanese positions on New Britain,
New Ireland, and New Guinea.

To make these orders free from overlap, South Pacific's boundary was re-established west of
Guadalcanal, Tulagi, and south-east Solomons.

We left Suva at dawn on Friday 26 July, crossed the dateline 24 hours later and had Friday 26 July
all over again, stopped in at Bora Bora for oil and ice creams from the island's big American base,
sailed with USS Walke the following week, and joined a four-transport convoy with two more tin
cans, Helm and Bagley. Wintry seas buffeted all ships in our 15-knot southing, clocks jumped from
Tuesday to Thursday on the dateline, and Walke acted as Postie for the convoy commander when
she closed the big rolling converted merchant, took charge of a thrown signal-bag, came within
easy heaving distance of Achilles and tossed a secret message on to our walst-deck.

Captain Mansergh couldn't keep secrets, so we learned over the speakers that we'd leave the
Wellington bound convoy as soon as RNZAF planes took over, when we would head directly for
Auckland.

Next afternoon, signals indicated engine trouble on a transport. She lost headway and stopped for
repairs while the escort circled continuously throughout a cold and boisterous night and forenoon
wherein Achilles got the blame from our messdeck moaners: 'A Jonah, that's what we're on, this
crate's a bloody Jonah!'

But at dusk, more flashing told us the troubles were over, the convoy entered another stormy night
with lookouts dressed like Antarctic explorers, blue from the cold, soaked by driven rain and lashing
spray through watch after dreary watch into a bleak grey dawn.

'Aircraft 5 miles bearing 087 - looks like a Hudson,' from an alert bridge-lookout at 1245. Alarm
rattlers! 'ACTION STATIONS AIRCRAFT!' but morse signals flashed from the friendly plane's
underbelly as she identified. A/A gunners followed her 'just in case I , while Achilles put on
starboard helm, increased speed to 25 knots, raced through a night of following seas and entered
Hauraki Gulf to 90 alongside Calliope Wharf near Leander and Ascania at 1115 11 July.

On 22 July, while we were languishing on leave before open fires in Auckland's suburban homes,
Task Force 62.2 left Wellington under command of Vice Admiral V. A. C. Crutchley, VC, DSC, RN, on
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the way to a massive rendezvous with Vice Admiral Fletcher's Expeditionary Force from Pearl
Harbour. Now numbering 87 ships, the combined fleet headed for Guadalcanal on the last day of
July.

On 7 August the assault began, and at the end of two days the Jap airfield defenders had been
mopped up. Over 300 US marines lost their lives in the fighting and the enemy retired to the west
on the island.

We on Achilles saw none of this. At the beginning of August we had sailed for Pago Pago. On 4
August we made rendezvous with Helena to the east of SOUPAC area, took over four of her eight
transports from San Francisco, and made for New Caledonia while she delivered hers into Pago.
Scraps of information filtered through our Main W/T, indicating continuing naval actions in the
Solomons during Achilles' six-day trip to Noumea. After going alongside an American tanker for oil,
Captain Mansergh mounted her gangway ahead of our Commander, Engineer Commander, and

Navi, it becoming known they'd
conferred aboard with Admiral
Ghormley, who still commanded the
amphibious landings. A flyingboat
touched down with New Zealand's
Prime Minister Fraser and, when he
left, our Auckland refit had been
delayed still further without consent
of our vociferous messdeck
lawyers.

Japanese bomb exploding on a US
carrier
The Battle of Savo Island hadn't
then been named, and we knew
only that Allied ships were being
lost in fierce Solomons fighting.
Within hours of arrival we sailed
from Noumea for Brisbane with one
of the transports we'd taken from
Helena, and were told by Skip to
get as much shore-time as

possible; we could be actively involved in the Solomons at short notice. However, leave in Brisbane
became a dry argument through beer shortages, and hospitality no longer existed without a wad of
American dollars, which we didn't possess. So we provided entertainment for Brisbane when our
Walrus flew over a restricted area and gave the city its first air-alarm at 1130 on 20 August. On our
way out of Moreton Bay that evening, 4QR Brisbane and
the BBC London both reported the air-alarm but not the
culprit. They also reported the loss of Canberra and the US
cruisers Astoria, Vincennes and Quincy, with others
damaged in Solomons actions. Eighty-four died and 109
were wounded before the Australian County class cruiser
went down.

On days like this sparkers are thankful they did not join as
buntings. Jap bombers at low level.
A fast run took us back to Noumea, where transports
cluttered the harbour, and we remained at two hours'
notice, close to Chicago with a gaping hole through her
bows. Australia and Hobart were here before our arrival and
they'd come through the Savo Island fighting undamaged.
From Chicago's accounts it seemed that several Japanese heavy cruisers and destroyer flotillas
came down from Rabaul when Admiral Mikawa heard of the Guadalcanal landings, and although
spotted by air and submarine patrols they caught the Allied cruisers totally unprepared.
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Instead of being required to bring further transports up to Guadalcanal, we waited impatiently in
Noumea while Fletcher withdrew the half-laden ships from Henderson anchorage, thereby leaving
17,000 marines ashore without much of their intended ammunition, petrol, and supplies.

However, Japanese efforts to land reinforcements met with scant success. Fortunately for the Allies,
General Hyakutake's 17th Army was already committed to the capture of Port Moresby by crossing
New Guinea's Owen Stanley Range, leaving only 3000 troops available for Guadalcanal, where
Japan believed America had landed 2000 marines. A direct assault by Yamamoto's combined fleet
met strong opposition from planes off Wasp, Hornet, Enterprise, and Saratoga, and by the end of
August 1942, Admiral Tanaka's final attempt failed when his troop-carrying converted cruiser
Kenryu Maru with four converted destroyers, escorted by his Flag light -cruiser Jintsu and eight
fleet-destroyers, were attacked by Marine dive bombers 120 miles north of Henderson Field.

Achilles was told to take six of the invasion ships to Tonga on 2 September and then whip over to
Niue Island in the Samoas to pick up five for Guadalcanal. This we did in quick time, but plans
changed faster still, and we took the last five into Nukualofa, where 27 other ships were swinging at
anchor

Next morning, 8 September, we cleared harbour at 0730, sighted Cape Brett two days later at dawn
stand-to, and almost lost our Walrus when it catapulted off while we were still doing 24 knots
through Hauraki Gulf.

Back in Auckland Achilles de-ammunitioned ship, sent half of her crew on long leave, and went into
dockyard hands for an overdue 250,000-mile overhaul. With half the ship's company on 27 days'
leave, the remainder went into two watches, giving less chance for married men to arrange subs on
duty nights.

Achilles went into dock when Ist-leave men were returning from remote South Island townships,
and she came back out when 2nd leave men crossed from Auckland to find the ship dirty and cold.
But at 0930 on 18 November, hot water gushed from bathroom taps, white steam jetted and eddied
from port and starboard safety-valve vents atop forward sides of the funnel casing, air streamed
down the big square boiler-room intakes, and men from Leander were standing by Calliope Wharf
bollards to slip our manilas and springs when ordered.

We were out in the Gulf all morning, gave each engine a trial run, fired each gun separately, and
were mustered in parts-of-ship groups under cloudless skies in warm spring weather out past the
Noises, listening to the Captain: 'Well, men, you've had a long spell of leave. Achilles seems to have
had a successful operation, and now we'll need to dig her out from dockyard grime - I know I can
depend on you to make her once again the ship of which we are all proud - then we'll be doing
some exercises before going back to Auckland.'

For two more days Hauraki waters received considerable dockyard pollution, one of our unretrieved
torpedoes, and several tons of ammunition fired by day and night at the battle-practice target while
A/A gunners dropped a few drogues towed by Hobsonville aircraft. Our barrage looked unhealthy for
anyone not invited.

It rained continually through the weekend back in Auckland, thereafter we sailed from the Gulf for
Wellington to embark Chief of Staff Sir Atwell Lake, Baronet, CB, OBE, RN, US Legion of Honour, on
2 December for a quick run south to Dunedin. Wet weather followed us right into our southern
Scottish city, remained for our day and night in harbour, and made things miserable when Achilles
crashed through oncoming cold grey rollers on the daylight run to Lyttelton, where the rainstorm
blew itself out to welcome those who lived in Canterbury. At Sunday Divisions the Commodore let
us in on his knowledge of the occult; words of wisdom flowing to inform all that Achilles would be
going to Wellington tomorrow, escorting a convoy to Australian waters, returning to the UK in
January 1943 to undergo modernisation, arriving back in New Zealand in September 1944. His
crystal ball revealed our inner secrets for almost the next two years. Very, very obliging.
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The Cunard Line RMS Aquitania in Wellington during WWII.
Bit more room on board the Aquitania than your average grey funnel liner but an indication of the
size of vessel in New Zealand waters for the purpose of transporting troops to the battlefields. Dave

Anyway the first two bits were right. Having dropped Sir Atwell back in the Capital, we headed west
with the 8th Reinforcements for our North African Desert 2nd NZEF aboard Aquitania. We released
the 45,000-ton four-funneller to HMAS Adelaide in the Australian Bight. Commodore Lake's further
predictions were recalled after

Achilles oiled in Melbourne's Port Phillip, sighted New Caledonia four days later while passing an
outbound Task Force escorting troops and war materials, slipped in through their still opened
defence boom, and went right up harbour to anchor amongst warships and merchants of every
description.

By the end of 1942 there were more than 50,000 American troops on Guadalcanal, Tulagi, and their
surrounding small islands. Santos and Noumea harboured seven battleships, two fleet carriers,
three auxiliary carriers (popularly called Woolworth carriers - 10,000-ton merchants with structured
450-foot-long overall flight decks, carrying 30 or more aircraft), twelve modern heavily armed
cruisers, numerous destroyers, and many fleet back-up vessels.

Navy Board Wellington had ordered Achilles and the 25th M/S Flotilla comprising Matai (SO), Kiwi,
Moa, and Tui to proceed to Espiritu Santos for service under US orders. The minesweepers started
sweeping off Lunga Point on 15 December and, apart from individual refits, remained on active
service in the Solomons for two and a half years.

Matai
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Kiwi and Moa engage and sink the Japanese
submarine IL1 in 1943
We arrived at Noumea on 21 December,
received signals about harbour routine, lists
of ships, and one to make us part of Task
Force 65. The next morning dawned with
light mists lifting from surrounding
vegetated hills, offshore seas a mirror,
houses preparing breakfasts for workers. We
came off watch from radio offices to shower
and shave, get our breakfast from
watchkeepers' warming ovens in the big
galley, pass wisecracks with cooks already
preparing lunch, finally to arrive up top after
8 o'clock flag hoisting ceremonies, and look
about the freshly scrubbed decks of nearby
ships shining in morning dew.

Three hours later we filed on to our
quarterdeck to stand before Vice Admiral Bill Halsey. Perhaps in his mid-fifties; side-parted
slicked-back dark hair, short back and sides; weather-lined tanned square jawed face with deep-set
humorous eyes below bushy brows and broad forehead, he faced the aim of March of Tinje
cameramen and boomed: 'Pleased to meet you Noo Zealanders - my buddies, that's the name we
call our friends. I bin told you call 'em silly bastards. Waal, seeing as I'm your friend I expect I'm a
silly bastard. Anyways, you're under my command from here on; and I want you to know we're
fightin' a beast who'll give no quarter.' Raising his hands in expression, he continued louder: 'So we
do the same, We sink Jap ships, and when we've sunk some we'll sink some more, and when those
are sunk, we'll sink more still.'

He paused for effect. There wasn't a movement from him or his audience. 'Also,' he said quietly, but
heard by those farthest from his dais, 'we kill Japs. And when we've killed some, we'll kill some
more.' And then louder, as he leaned forward; 'And when they're dead, we'll kill more yet' Another
pause, 'And by that time the war in the Pacific will just about be over. I wish you boys a Merry
Christmas. And God bless you. And good hunting.'

His wide mouth gave us a real friendly grin as he waved to each area of the packed quarterdeck.
With three cheers ringing in his ears, he disappeared before the battery of newsmen, while we went
for'ard in animated conversation.

At that moment Achilles felt ready to engage Yamato and Musashi singlehanded.

While all hands went over the side on to painting stages, the boom gates opened to admit more
fighting ships. Saratoga glided past with waterline barely rippling, earlier damage no longer
evident, flightdecks packed with fighters, hinge-wings vertical at the stub, leaving a central runway
for planes if required; tweenclecks bristling with high-angled A/A guns. Two lengths astern, three
powerful modern battleships Washington, Alabama, and Indiana, blocked out the sun in passing;
sitting low with massive fighting-tops crammed with electronics, radar-domes, saucers, basket -
antennae, widespread range finders and directors, nests of multi-barrelled A/A weaponry on every
projection; and astern of them heavily-gunned cruisers, deadly, followed by throngs of destroyers,
the playful teenagers of every fleet.

In the distance Noumea township sheltered below a mass of tethered barrage balloons trailing
steel traces to shear off night -Intruders' wings; while incessant droning air cover during day
relaxed our anchored fleet.

Noumea provided little of interest; throngs of GIs intermingling on packed footpaths with some
4000 Kiwi soldiers; a French populace, preparing for their Christmas celebrations in a foreign
tongue. So we remained aboard; piping down right after Christmas Day Divisions; forgetting routine
while preparing messdecks with signal flags and individually invented decorations.
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Off Guadalcanal with TF67; USS
ST Louis, fifteen 6" guns.
At 1100 27 December several
ships showed signs of making
out to sea; the 9500-ton, fifteen
6"gunned cruiser St Louis; two
Woolworths, Nassau and
Altamaha; Achilles, and four
destroyers who'd already
worked well down towards the
entrance before we'd hosed

Noumea's mud off our anchor.
Designated TF65 we cruised
north on seas without a
shimmer, scouts winging off
across all horizons continuously,
coming back with nil reports
and joining queues for landing
among fighters returning after
towing drogues to test both cruisers' gunnery.

At Santos, Minneapolis was lying across stream, but she wouldn't go to sea for months; about 50
feet of her bows were missing. Another 8"-cruiser, Pensacola, rode low in the water with scorched
upperworks. Both ships had been torpedoed in a recent Solomons engagement.

Now assigned to TF67 we oiled and then returned to anchor near to Helena, who became our
chummy ship, accepting and handing out challenges in all manner of sports followed by invites for
supper whereat our rum bottles came out of hiding and Helena's men returned aboard with warm
thoughts about 'those goddam Kiwi limeys!' A dusty irregular sports ground carved out of the jungle
by American Seabees saw many spectators cheering Achilles versus Helena at softball. We lost, as
was expected, but raised many comments on how we caught the ball without a glove. (It was
nowhere as hard as a cricket ball in any case.) Both teams and spectators went aboard the Yankee
cruiser for that evening's meal. 'You'd be surprised at the state some of our alchohol-bums got into
that night before we went back to Achilles, 'Colin Malcolm remembers.

The American Ist Marine Division was still being relieved and in consequence six transports and a
supply ship carrying part of the US 25th Army Division, recently arrived from America, left Noumea
on New Year's Day 1943 for Guadalcanal.

All the activity of a large fleet readying for sea transformed Santos into a harbour of bustling
destroyers, and stately cruisers turning towards the entrance. As soon as the destroyers cleared the
boom, Rear Admiral W. L. Ainsworth aboard Nashville led Rear Admiral M.S. Tisdale's Honolulu to
sea, followed by St Louis, Helena, Achilles, Columbia, and Louisville, the only 8" cruiser. Once
outside we formed into two divisions; the 1st being Ainsworth's Nashville, Helena, St Louis, and the
destroyers O'Bannon, and Fletcher, the 2nd Division: Honolulu, Achilles, Columbia, Louisville and
destroyers Drayton, Lamson and Nicholas.

Covering many square miles of Pacific, we cruised slowly north throughout that day and night with
the ship's company in two watches until 0530, when all hands closed up for dawn stand-to,

checking guns, ammunition hoists and communications from predawn to daylight. At 0900
lookouts reported masts; signal-lamps chattered, and our two divisions deployed over the horizon
to port and starboard of the six destroyers and seven large transports with whom, we rendezvoused
250 miles south-east of Guadalcanal. in this detached formation, the whole 30 ships stood toward
the hotly contested island, constantly catapulting off American cruisers' amphibian planes for more
distant search of surrounding waters.

During Sunday night, rain squalls covered Solomon Islands' southern approaches entirely, just
pouring down and giving us zero visibility except for an hour after dawn, when land appeared and
we were told that we, with our 2nd Division, were now off San Cristobal. The transports were well on
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their way towards Henderson airfield's Lunga Roads; the 1st Division was making for New Georgia
to bombard Munda airfield; while we were to remain in support of the relieving operation. By dusk
we had moved to take our position north-west of Guadalcanal, having been for some time in
second degree of readiness.

Meanwhile, Rear Admiral Ainsworth arrived off Munda, sent his destroyers in close, manoeuvred the
cruisers into ideal gunnery stations, and ordered rapid fire. Instantly, ships bucked and shuddered,
recoiled as long flames speared at a low trajectory through palls of smoke blackening an already
dark night, guns banging and thudding in an ear-jarring nightmare of continuous thunder. Fires
reared ashore, flared and died, flared again in a spreading inferno reflected in still off his cruisers'
guns and shore waters. Firing over his destroyers, those of the tin cans demolished hangars and
supply sheds, disrupted runways and gutted headquarters buildings, pouring 4500 rounds into the
Japanese base.

Next morning, 5 January, we rendezvoused again 12 miles west of Cape Esperance some time after
0915, having secured from all night at action stations soon after dawn, to leave the port watch
standing by, and gun crews resting or sleeping near their guns in clear sunny weather under
isolated clouds. Steaming eastward at 15 knots in two columns, Admiral Ainsworth I s Nashville led
Helena and St Louis in the more seaward column, with O'Bannon and Fletcher disposed on their
outward beam, while Rear Admiral Tisdale's Honolulu led our cruisers Achilles, Columbia, and
Louisville, and destroyers Drayton, Lamson and Nicholas.

At 0925 four aircraft were seen at 12,000 feet and identified by the flagship as US Grumman
Wildcats. A few minutes later Able Seaman Jim Thurston, one of our bridge lookouts, yelled to our
Officer of the Watch, 'Three enemy aircraft overhead, sir. Grabbing the TBS mike, the OOW called

Honolulu and repeated the warning.

A laconic drawl through the bridge speaker replied:
'Take no notice, they're ours.'

But even while the flagship was still speaking, Achilles'
alarm rattlers sent men racing for their guns as the
planes peeled off to come hurtling down at Honolulu
and Achilles. Men packed our foc's'le along the
recreation-space bulkhead, trying to get through doors
and down ladders. Those who looked upward saw
heavy-machine-gun flames spurting from a Japanese
plane9s wing as it roared along the ship's side. A large
bomb released from the enemy's underbelly sailed
through the air in pace with the plane, then dipped to
hit and explode on X turret. Others saw the spitting

gunfire, angry muzzle
flame-jets, and rapid
water-spouts along
Achilles' waterline. Had
the plane not manoeuvred
to avoid our upperworks
and funnel, those
machine-guns would have
wreaked carnage among
the mass of men on our
upperdecks.

The bomb crashed
through X turret's thick
steel roofing over the
gunlayer's position, burst
on the starboard breech-
block and wrecked the
gun-house, killing 11
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marines outright and seriously wounding 10 others. The right side of the turret went overboard as its
roof split and somersaulted, landing on our quarterdeck, immediately followed by the recently
mounted Oerlikon.

Two marines raced for the after searchlight platform with a Lewis gun, saw the plane roaring at
them and dived for cover under X turret. One marine struck his head and knocked himself out. His
mate, at the rear end of the Lewis gun, caught the bomb-blast and had his head taken off by a
splinter. Inside the turret a marine's legs and boots remained, but his silhouette, including the
outline of his upstanding hair was etched on the opposite wall. A sergeant entering the turret door,
hurtled back against the officers' galley bulkhead and slumped, apparently unconscious, but every
bone in his dead body was broken.

We learned later that we had been lucky. Had the bomb hit only a few feet further aft it would have
travelled down into the magazines instead of detonating on the massive breech-block.

Three planes attacked Honolulu, spiralling down from a high cloud in quick succession ahead of the
flagship. The first bomb fell 25 yards to starboard, the second 50 yards off her starboard bow, and
the third 25 yards off her starboard quarter. One Japanese plane crashed in

flames as a result of Honolulu's gunfire, or maybe even from a lucky burst from Achilles' B-turret
Oerlikon.

These enemy aircraft were all that remained from the Japanese retaliatory attack on Henderson
airfield after the successful night landings and our 1st Division's attack on Munda. Ten dive-
bombers and 15 fighters had attacked the big Guadalcanal airbase, but 21 of them were destroyed
by US fighters. Our Oerlikon's 1, 2 and 3 had managed to get a few bursts in before the planes
completed their attack, and Columbia's intense firing over our masts tore a second Japanese to
pieces, the burning wreckage scattering over a wide area astern of Honolulu.

It astounded most of us that after all their previous Solomons actions, the Americans could be
caught unawares, even with our report of hostile planes; but we consoled ourselves with the
Admiral's message of sympathy, cleared away as much wreckage as possible, and settled our nerves
under an umbrella of Henderson Field fighters for the rest of that day. Two of our wounded were
growing weaker hourly; only eight bodies could be identified; they were laid in honour on the
quarterdeck sewn into hammocks weighted with 6" projectiles, and sent to the deep in traditional
sea-burials at 1600.

From dawn to dusk next day, enemy aircraft shadowed TF67 while we covered the approaches to
Lunga Roads, where relief troops disembarked and the last of the original 1st Marine Division were
still making their way aboard emptying troopships. Henderson's fighters deterred enemy planes
from making further attacks, and during the course of the day our two seriously wounded passed
away. We closed up through a second night at second degree of readiness, and in the early
forenoon of 7 January, deployed about our transports as they finished embarkation, came out from
Henderson's anchorage and proceeded south.

Nerves were still taut on board and our condition wasn't helped by an alarm at 0900 during the
burial service for the two injured who died on Wednesday. The service had to be adjourned instantly
until the All Clear sounded after about half an hour. Two more alarms sent men racing to their guns
at 1135 and 1215, but all three radar contacts turned out to be friendly planes.

Next morning on arrival in Santos we went alongside an oiler, topped up, and then made for the
fleet repair ship USS Vestal in heavy rain, which possibly upset Skip's calculations. Achilles' 7200
tons screeched alongside, punched a hole in the repair ship's side, sent our signalmen racing for
safety as our signal deck bent upwards and then surged back on the rebound, to leave American
and New Zealand sailors staring openmouthed across a 30-foot gap. as he shouted,

Some bright type aboard Achilles broke the silence 'Say you guys, is this the repair ship?'

'Sure is, Limey!'

'Well, how about patching up that hole in your side! 'He had acted his part in the play and
disappeared.
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We spent the next three weeks in harbour having X turret replated with light-steel roofing and
walling to make it weatherproof, although unserviceable.

We shifted away from Vestal, who returned to her task of making Minneapolis seaworthy enough to
be transferred to a proper dockyard, moved further inshore and watched two successive night
attacks on Santos airfield. Bombs burst on the runway to silhouette intervening coconut palms;
tracer and heavier A/A gunflashes interlaced with powerful searchlights round the base ashore; and
an hour-long bedlam of explosions, massed gunfire, high-altitude detonations, and powerdive
engines, added to echoing shockwaves until the enemy retired.

Task Force 67 sailed twice after our turret had been temporarily replated, leaving us in harbour
feeling like the Lost Legion among unseaworthy cripples when everything aboard Achilles except X
turret was operating perfectly. They went up north on 22 January at 0930 and returned intact in the
afternoon of the 26th, signalling a successful operation. The 28th saw them heading out to sea
again with Enterprise in company, and our lads showing angry frustration at being left at anchor
once more. On I February TF67 returned without Chicago. They'd met four storeships from Noumea,
taken them up to Lunga Roads, and underwent a torpedo attack byJapanese aircraft. Chicago was.
hit twice and disabled. Although taken in tow she suffered another torpedo-bomber onslaught next
morning, took four more torpedoes and sank. However, Guadalcanal now belonged entirely to
American forces and the war was shifting north.

We cleared for sea, waved to Yanks about the upper decks of four cruisers, and almost regretted
leaving when they cheered us on our way out of harbour. We'd made a lot of cobbers on those ships,
and as a final gesture Santos alrbase gave us air cover until midday, by which time Achilles had the
bit in her teeth and had slapped on 27 knots.

Downhill all the way through seas of royal-blue under cloudless skies, only the news to tell us we
were still at war.

Cape Brett rose to greet us after lunch on Wednesday 3 February. We sped by at 30 knots,
breathing deeply to fill our lungs with clear New Zealand air, slowed inside the Gulf to stream
paravanes in case of coastal mines, brought them in off Rangitoto, and secured alongside Calliope
Wharf at 1830. We'd been told we were calling in to Auckland before sailing for the UK, and this
brought our minds back to Lyttelton and Commodore Lake's prophecies.

Leander still lay in dock having her oil-tank plating repaired. Captain 'Pinocchlo' Bevan left her on
27 November 1942 when ill health necessitated his return to England, and the renowned 'Black
Mamba' became Acting Captain Stephen Wentworth Roskill, probably one of England's most brilliant
minds in latter years.

Captain Mansergh left Achilles while we were on leave, and we returned to find Gronow Davis
promoted from Commander to Acting Captain Achilles.

I was one of the draft from Achilles, and waved back to shipmates as we trundled our gear along
the cruiser wharf and down Leander's long gangway, to board her in Calliope Dock.

Next week......15 Disaster at Portsmouth: Achilles Goes East

GRONOW EASED Achilles out from Calliope Wharf with surprising skill on 19 February 1943 for a
quick trip to the UK via Panama. She called in at Bora Bora for fuel, and stopped again to top tanks
at Bermuda after passing quickly through the Canal.


